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Student Government Reform 
, ___________ AN EDITORIAL __________ • 
~ DUKE UNIVERSITY IPRES. W. A. EDDY 
TO MEET FORUM TO BE SPEAKER AT 
NEW OPTION PLAN 
PASSES FACULTY 
STUDY COMMITTEE rfHE demand on the part of THE BARDlAN for a drastic. ON change in the Student Government of the College has been CO-OP QUERY COMMENCEMENT 
Bard Plan Similar To Those based upon three considerations: the lack of responsible lead-
. ership in the Student Council; the lack of fair student and 
Used In Columbia · campus representation; and the Council's failure in fulfilling 
And Barnard its purpose as a clearing house for student opinion and co-
Southerners Here Mar. 19, Hobart President Formerly 
Allegheny And Rutgers Professor Of English 
Also Scheduled At Dartmouth 
ordinating agent for campus activities. 
At a meeting of the faculty on The Bard Forum will hold its 
March fourth, the following resolu- Responsihility in the Student Council very much resem- first home debate of the second William Alfred Eddy, recently 
elected President of Hobart College, 
has been chosen as the speaker for 
the Commencement exercises on 
Saturday, June fifth. 
tion was voted concerning profes- bles a rubber ball-it bounces from marshal t~ m~rshal and 
sional option: "Students with good 
records may by specific permission doesn't stick anywhere. Divided responsibility has been neith-
of the faculty committee on studies er successful nor efficient and has onlv resulted in irrespon-
count the first year in professional . '1' • 
school at Columbia University in i slbl Ity. 
place of the senior year at Bard. \Vith this absence of responsibility, the Council has a 
This proceedure is defined as the -j . -.I I I k f···· I' h"' . 
exercise of professional option. A (eClue( ac 0 1l1Itlatlve. t IS true t at It gave birth to a 
student who has been granted pro- song contest but the history of that ill-starred adventure is too 
fessional option will receive the de- 11 k b T - ' . ' 
gree of Bachelor of Arts from Bard we nown to e repeated. he COlmcd was ql1lte fortunate 
upon satisfactory completion of the in contributing to the settlement of the Dining Commons dis-
first year's work in professional b' hi -I f -i' ' . 
school pute, ut It as se lom oum occasIon to call a convocatIOn 
"To 'be eligible for this 'combined meeting for other matters of importance. The Council itself 
course' a student must have com- . h f l' f ... . . 
pleted at Bard twelve year courses . IS not enoug a part 0 campus I c to lead 111 Its actiVities. 
including at least one year course The second criticism concerns the fact that the Council 
in each of the four divisions of . f . . f h 1 b d 
study. He must have completed at IS not a air representative 0 t e stuCtent 0 y. Four seniors 
(Continued on Page Four) least two year courses in his major and two year courses in each of his 
two related fields. He must have 
met the college requirements per- J. FOLSOM SPEAKS CYMBELINE GIVEN taining to the use of English and 
modern languages. His three year 




. ON SURVEY WORK AT BARD THEATRE 
Regional Survey Group Is 
Informed On Vassar 
Field Activities 
A REVIEW 
Cymbeline was reviewed by three 
members of THE BARDIAN staff and 
this criticism is the result of the~r 
semester on Friday evening, March 
nineteenth, with Duke University. 
As its subject the debate has the 
query, "Resolved: that the extension 
of Consumer's Co-operatives would 
contribute to the public welfare." 
The Bard team, consisting of Jacob 
Cremer and Louis Koenig will up-
hold the affirmative against a Duke 
team which is making its annual 
northern tour. Last year the South-
ern team visited this campus for a 
debate on the then current Supreme 
Court question. The discussion will 
be arranged so that opportunity 
shall be given to those members of 
the college community who are in-
terested in establishing a co-opera-
tive store on this campus to con-
sider the various problems which 
have arisen in the arrangements 
for such a venture. The audience 
discussion will be guided by Dalton 
M c Bee, vice-president of the 
Forum. 
Other Visitors 
On March twenty-second, Alle-
gheny College will send its team to 
Bard for a debate on, "Resolved: 
that the United States should adopt 
a policy of economic international-
ism." Allegheny debated here in 
1935, being the fIrst team that the 
Forum ever met in intercollegiate 
competition. Messrs. Honey, Baker 
and Raducan of the Forum will up-
President Eddy was graduated 
from Princeton University with the 
degree of Bachelor of Literature. 
He later took his A.M. and Ph D. 
degrees from the same university. 
From 1923 to 1928, President Eddy 
was chairman of the Department 
of English in the English American 
University at Cairo, Egypt. After 
leaving that institution, he went to 
Dartmouth College where he as-
sumed the duties of Assistant Pro.;. 
fessor of English Literature, later 
becoming a full professor in the 
same department. He left that po-
sition last year to become President 
of Hobart. 
Also in 1936, President ~ddy was 
awarded LL.D. degrees from both 
Colgate and St. Lawrence Univer-
sities. He is the author of "Gulli-
ver's Travels - A CriticaZ Study" 
and the editor of the standard edi-





EDITOR. hold the negative of the question. 
The Science Club held an elec- At the meeting of the regional The next eve~ing will find the New York, N. Y.-(ACP) - If coI-
collaboration. 
tion of officers for the spring term survey group last Tuesda?" D~. "Cymbeline," by William Shakes- Rutgers team at Bard for its final leges . and universities continue to 
this past Thursaay at noon. John Joseph K Folsom of the SOCial SCI- peare, directed by Harold Bassage. debate on an extensive northern "recruit" students and don't restore 
Harris supplanted Alfred Brewer ' ence department of Vassar told of tour. The question to be discussed their high standards for selective 
as President of the organization. some of the methods used and sur- Pisanio ........ Peter Hobbs . "R I d 
veys undertaken at tua' lleg H L . Lee Knowles IS, eso ve : that the government admission, they will impair serious-
The other officers elected were:. L co e. e UCIUS should own and operate electric ly the value of academic degrees. 
. . . " mentIOned that several depart- The Queen Doris Mestre 
VICe-preSIdent, WIlII.an: Dills; Sec- ments of Vassar have undertaken Imogen Maybelle Matthews utilities." Mr. Jordy and Mr. McBee, At least that is the opinion of 
retary, A?drew SWift, T:easurer, survey projects of Dutchess County' Posthumus George Rosenberg representing the Forum in debate, Frank H. Bowles, acting director of 
Robert Ficker. These officers re- in various phases of their respec- King Cymbeline English Walling will defend the negative of the is- admissions at Columbia University. 
place. Alfred Chute and Stanley tive fields. The most active in this Iachimo John Steinway sue. Rutgers with the largest de- Reductions in enrollment and de-
MerrIll. line have been the history, geology, Philario. bating squad in the country, some creases in income from endowment 
A b h ' . f ... !o.hn Fraser seventy men, has sent its senior funds and other outside, sources mem ers Ip ClrIVe or the sec- political science, child study and Cornelius WillIam Jordy 
d t · t t d . .. ... .... .................., team on the tour. During the field caused by the depressl'on, drove on semes er IS a. p~esen un er euthenics, and botany departments. Cloten Frank Wiggle wo th 
way. and those persons desiring to Dr. Folsom went on to state that Belarl'us ..... .... T S 1 r period the Forum debated at Rut- colleges to seek increased enroll-
.. ..... ... ... .... ...... ... W~·OahlnIU HaS·I~Ctkh I gers. ment at the expense of educational join are asked to communicate with. several organizations in Pough- Guiderius s ml 
any of the above officers. keepsie and the county have will- Arvirigus ...... . ... Hurd Hatfield I Freshman Debates staIndathrds, Mtr. ~owles cl~i~ed. ' 
The Science Club, with its larg- ingly co-operated with the survey I The Freshman team has several n e ex ensl~e recrUltmg pro-
est membership in yea~s (thirty projects to the mutual benefit of all Cymbeline has always seemed to debates on its calendar for the next I grams, scholarships have been of-
five), is becoming more and more concerned. The Dutchess County this reviewer one of the cruder few weeks. On March sixteen it fered to attract students rather 
active on the campus. Last semes- Health Association, The Dutchess and more poetically poor of Shakes- will travel to New Brunswick, N. than on the basis of academic mer-
ter it featured several motion pic- County Planning Council, and the peare's mature plays. Anyone may J., for a debate with the Rutgers I it. Lowered standards ?f admissio? 
tures on the technique in hospital Women's City and County Club guess that Shakespeare, having freshman team. April sixth will are to blame for reducmg the cah-
won a paying audience and ex- - - bre of all work done in the colleges, 
(Continued on page two) (Continued on Page Two) hausted the creative vigor of the (Continued on Page Three) he asserted. 
Modern Sculpture Exhihit 
Opened In Orient Gallery 
First Show Of Kind Here Presents Work Of Hudson 
Valley Artists; Contemporary With Spring 
Exhibition In Poughkeepsie 
HENRY J. ZELLWEGER 
The current art exhibition being 
shown in the Orient vallery is an 
show of sculpture by Hudson Valley 
artists. Fourteen pieces by four 
artists-Tomas Penning, Elizabeth 
Geiger, Hannah Ludens and Ed-
mund Weil- comprise the first 
sculpture show to be presented at 
Bard. These four sculptors are all 
of the younger generation and their 
work is definitely modern showing 
the trend toward simplicity and 
compactness characteristic of con-
temporary sculpture. While the 
show opened too late for a full re-
vlew, we can say that none of the 
pieces will 'be in the traditional 
manner. Portraits have been elim-
inated and the work has been chos-
en with an idea of tying up this 
show with the research that the art 
students have been carrying on for 
who can see nothing in it. Some 
will thing the distortion of the fig-
ures ex..:ellent design and others 
will feel it is only mutilation. Each 
of these artists has been influenced 
in some way by a study of primi-
tive sculpture and has approached 
the problem of designing 'che human 
figure with something of the 
naivete inherent in such sculpture. 
The figure has been released from 
the stone or wood block, or has 
been modeled, to conform to a pre-
determined shape, the result is not 
naturalistic but it does have a solid 
architectonic quality. Work of this 
sort demands a critical approach 
by the spectator, that disregards 
previous prejl.ldices and concep-
tions and considers the work from 
the point of view of the artist; "Has 
he succeeded in what he has at-
tempted?" should be the question 
instead of "Does it look like a 
the past four week,s into primitive human being?" 
sCl!lp.tl;1re and the lllflue~ce of tne Running at the same time as this 
prImltIy~s on ~~dern ~rtIsts. In all' show, is the annual spring exhibi-
probabilIty, opllllOn wIll be sharply I tion of the Dutchess ValIe.y Art 
divided between those who will en- - . ___ _ 
joy the show immensely and those (Continued on Page Three) 
great period of the tragedies, was 
ready, by the time of Cymbeline, to 
relax into a kind of competent 
carelessness suited to the leisure of 
retirement. At the same tIme some-
thing must be allowed for the de-
liberate artlessness of all fantjlsy, 
and the fact that Shakespeare, at 
the time, far from resting entIrely 
on his laurels, was actually experi-
menting here with the new verse 
forms and new theatrical technics. 
At any rate, there are some puzzling 
things in the play, not entirely ex-
plicable in terms of the dramatic 
conventions of our own day. 
The Bard Theatre has courage-
ously faced the many technical dif-
ficulties of Cymbeline and crashed 
through with a remarkably enter-
taining performance. By an un-
ashamed and highly intelligent use 
of the blue pencil, the play has 
been whipped into shape for an 
hour and a half ':)f fast £.nd absorb-
ing action, without a moment wast-
(Continued on Page Two) 
--- .. ). ---
DRAGON CLUB ELECTS 
TWO NEW MEMBERS 
Jacob Cremer and Donald Platt, 
both of the class of '38, were elect-
ed members of the Dragon Club at 
a recent meeting of that organiza-
tion. 
The Dragon Club, honorary schol-
astic society of the college, was co-
sponsorer of the G. Hicks' lecture. 
The club is planning several other 
readings and lectures for the re-
mainder of the semester. 
Many Valuahle Books Found 
In Basement Of Hoffman 
Collection Includes Many Rare Copies From John Bard 
Library; Early Edition of Grotius 
By WALTER WAGGONER bindings, and these constitute a. 
A recent expedition into the base-I large part of the collection. Of 
ment of the Hoffman Memorial Li- especial interest to the admirer of 
brary has led to the unearthing of ' old and fine editions are those " 
~ix to eight tho,!sand books o.f vary-I which were published as far back 
mg value and mterest. Durmg the as the sixteenth and seventeenth 
R~ading Period in January, Dr. centuries. There is an ex(!ellent 
Hirsch and a squad of students three volume set of Cicero'~ ora-
sorted and inventoried their find- tions published in 1555 by tlie na-
ings and now many of the more in- tionally known Aldus Press; An-
teresting volumes are on display at other valuable edition is the volume 
the library. of Hugo Grotius' writings publish-
Of the hundred or so volumes ed by the world famous Elzeveria 
that were resurrected from the publishing house. Set up by the 
basement, many are from the li~ same firm is a beautifully illustrat-
braries. and colle~ti.ons of John ed copy of universal geography, 
Bard, hiS father, WIlham Bard, and published in 1659. 
his grandfather, Dr. Samuel Bard, I A most interesting tome is the 
who was a renowned rhysician. book by Horace Walpole, the 
Ma~y Of. the books date back to I eighteenth century English writer, 
the tIme when Ba:-d Colle~e was concerning "Modern Gardening," 
mo;e closely assOCiated With the. which also contains some well-pre-
EpIscopal Church and the student served colored illustrations. No 
body was composed -mainly of pre- doubt one of the most valuable and: 
ministerial undergraduates. There certainly one of the oldest b-Joks: 
are many volumes of theology, clas- discovered is the New Testament 
sical languages, and church history. in Greek, printed in 1549. Not sOo 
Fine Bindings venerable, but amusing and inter-
The Bard family was keenly in-
terested in French beoks with fine (Continued on Page Three) 
2 THE BARDIAN 
REED'S HISTORY 
TRACED BY HICKS 
I CYMBf~I:faW~:ATRE' SOPHOMORES FAIL I FACULTY NEWS Ir.~~t Office. It is a W. P A. pro-
TO FIND ALG 
' w. H. J. I Dr. Obreshkove (in conjunction 
(Continued From Page One) EBRA ' Mr. Knapp attended the Model with Dr. Ketchum of Columbia Engineers' Society's exhibition in University) has published a paper 
IN LECTURE HERE ~~'rd C!~r:.n~o~~~ec;~~~tr~:at~~~s~~ and, one does not heSItate to say, 
genuine inspiration, have produc-
BURIED BY FRO 
New York city recently. He has an ,on "Gaseous Metabolism in Injury , SH ,extensh~e r~ilwa~ of his own hid- and Death of a Cladoceran" in the 
den up m hIS attic. last issue of Physiological Zoology. 
---- --- . ;:;d a play of remarkable vitality, 
__ .. ___ I It has just been brollght oelated- On last Tuesday evening, Mr. 
On Monday evening, March fIrst. which should be a lesson to all those 
Granville Hicks, literary critic and who think of Shakespeare as a 
author, spoke to a crowded Faculcy schoolbook chore. First congratu-
Room on the life of John Reed. :ations must go to Mr. WhItehead 
Hicks is the author of "John Reed: for his excellent job on the set, 
The Making of a Revolutionist" and turning the pit and balcony of the 
"The Great Tradition," an inter- theatre into a very successful mod-
For the first time since 1932 the Iy to the attention of this column Harris gave a lecture entitled "The 
traditional algebra and wine were that Mrs. Genzmer found a snow- St Til' F drop (flower) on her lawn three ory- e er s unction" to a group 
successfully buried by the Fresh- of 0 f th f It weeks ago. It's said to be the fI'rst w me. n 0 e . acu y .. He illust-
man Class on Thursday of the t d h t Ik designated third week in the new one to make its appearance around ra e IS a WIth readmgs from 
semester. The Sophomores, inform- these parts. ,novels of the past and of tne pres-
ed of the burial at breakfast, Fri- Mr. Clark has just returned from ent,. and included comment on the 
day morning, failed to unearth the a week's tour to Michigan, where varIOUS techniques in the subject. 
cache within the next twenty-four he was contacting a number of col- Mr. and Mrs. Hughes visited the ification of the traditional Eliza-
'pretation of American literature bethan stage. 
since the Civil War. He is at pres-
ent worldng on an interpretation of 
English letters since the end of the 
hours, and' so the Class of 1910 will leges. science department of Bennington 
First honors for acting, in the C 11 male roles, go to Peter Hobbs and be ~ble to exhume their treasure on Mr. White gave an organ recital· 0 ege recently and intends to go 
John Steinwa H bb P" theIr Class Day, three years from at Trinity College on February to Sarah Lawrence in the Spring. 
y. ;) s, as IsanlO, now burn the algeb add' k th t t . ht Th nineteenth century. 3hows an unusually good sense of I. . ' ra n rm e wen y-eig h. He was the guest of e purpose of these visits is to 
John Reed was neither by nature character, and Steinway, as lachi- wme. . the President. keep in touch with the scientific 
nor by nurture a revolutionist or I rno (.the only character in the play, . The book a~d the wme-bott~e Dean Tewksbury is working on a activities in the other progressive 
radical, said Mr. Hicks. He was I thI~k, whose lineaments suffer were encase~ m plaster of PariS new. c~talogue, to come out on colleges. Mr. Hughes at present is 
b ght up by liberal orthodox pa- materIally from textual excision) and planted m the cellar of South April fIrst. The date has no part i- aiding George Marlin in his work 
. rou tt ddt' I .nakes excellent use of his oppor- I Hall. It was done so well that, al- cular significance. of producing ultra-short 
rents, a en e con v e n Ion a tunity for a vigorous piece of two-: though the second year men had' Someone gave Mr. Frauenfelder a cillator. wave os-
schools, and graduated fro~ .Har- fisted melodrama, as me handsome I been working all :r:ight in that cel- record of the Nazi national anthem, 0 
vard. ~n averag~ youth, polItically and unprincipled villain. George lar before the. burIal was an,nounc- I "Horst Wessl," which he is to be 
un?rlentated. HIS. mam regret and. R:osenbe;g, .as Posthum.us, though ed, no~ once did ~ shovel strIke the I hea~d playing over and over in his MANY VALUABLE 
obJect of some bItterness was the hIS qualIty IS uneven, gIves a very I rock-lIke formabon. A,s a decoy, Aspmwall classroom. So far though, . BO'OKS FOUND IN THE 
fact that he had never been ac- creditable and sensitive perform- the Fresh.men had bUried a~other he hasn't worn a brown shirt to 
'Cepted into the socially elite groups ance. Mrs. Mestre is excellent as I a~gebra WIth .an empty bottle m the, class. HOFFMAN BASEMENT 
at Harvard. Editor of the "Lam- the helion queen, wife of Cymbe- hlll~ land adJacent .to the cemetery I Dr. Baker has recently acquired ' 
poon," humorous journal of the uni- line. Miss Maybelle Matthews,! be~llnd .. Faculty CIrcle. Howe~er" a new 1937 Chevrolet. "It's black to (Continuell From Page One) 
versity and contributor to the lit- though her characterization lacks I thIS hldmg place LOO proved Im- match my dog," he says. 
, ., d th a possible depth, is a graceful and I pregnable, for the ~ophomores The faculty was invited to attend 
erary pubhca~lOn a~ e ne",:s- charming Imogen. Hurd Hatfield i could not locate the right spot. a meeting to discuss the Ives (oath) esting is the "History of the Devil" 
~aper, Reed did conSIderable wrIt- and Wallis Smith, as tne two out-! Inter-class rivalry f I are d up Bill with the faculty at Vassar by Daniel Defoe. 
mg, both good and !>ad. lawed children of King Cymbeline early Friday afternoon when a College. While many were inter- Americania 
Jo~nabsm . lead the list in the minor roles. ' ! small number of Freshmen filled ested, work here on campus made Among the lesser known volumes 
Th::ough th~ mflu~nc: of LII~~?ln An important element in the I the entrance to the South Hall cel- Bard College unrepresented. are writings by John Adams and 
Steffllls, Ree a?quire a POSI IOn play's success I'S the effectl've use lIar with dirt and mud. Sophomores Mr. Harris and Mr. Genzmer at-ne of the Iberal papers and d other American statesmen, manu-
on dO . d b t . t' ' r made of the neo-Elizabethan stage I swarmed around to free their two ten ed a meeting of the English scripts of some of Dr. Samuel 
rna e h.lS e u m 0 Journ~, Ism. ,In such an unaccustomed three~' classmates who were in the cellar I?epa;tment of Columbia Univer-A~ter belllg o~ th~ staff of the Am- dimensional environment there is! and couldn't get out. After a bruis- slty m New York city on March B~rd's lecture~, printed and un-
erlCan Ma~azme, he was sent be- a natural tendency to "sdatter" the: ing skirmish the upperclassmen fourth. prlllte.d material concerning the 
low the RIO Grande as. correspon- action but It is to the credit of this I succeeded in releasing the two men. Mr. Summers has been organiz-' foundmg of St. Stephen's College, 
pent for the "MetropolItan Maga- ' . I ing a g f b' ltd and a G h' I G t ." d th N Y k "W ld" productIOn that the actors in all! The enthusiasm which accom- roup 0 100gy S U ents to eograp lCa aze eer of 
t
Zlne an th e elw
t
. or f P or h the scenes show a fine sense of' panied the burial of the algebra has present Darwin's theory of evolu- New York State, especially this 10-
. 0 cover e revo u IOn' 0 anc 0 1 t' a . b tion before the Histo f S . rt· t d' 1 V'll "I t M . " ·tt oca IOn. nly m the exciting and een taken as an indication of the ry 0 clence ca I y, prm e m 813. 
inl :914 ~:sr~~~ res~~co~f ~~1 e~~ highly impressionistic battle scene student interest in the tradition. claTshs foBr the March meetings. . One of the most interesting fea-
. ' near the end of the show is there 0 I e ard Chapter of the Amerl- t f th 
perlences there. . . any tendency at all to overstrain can Association of UniverSity Pro- ures 0 ese newly adopted books 
Reed was one of the fust Amerl- the spatial possibilities of the stage J. FOLSOM SPEAKS fessors met recently. There are ten is the fashion of their binding and 
can war correspondents. He was Especiall d' thO . '1 ON SURVEY WO'RK members of this organization on formats which have been preserved 
sent to Europe for the "Metropoli- . y goo m. IS respect IS t the Bard for centuries. Plain bleached PI'g-
" "., .. the first conversatlOn between la- . campus. 
tan and the World, bu~ hiS m- chimo and Posthumus at Rome "Mr. Flte. gave an address on skin seems to be one of the most 
~e.nse hatred for the ~rgamzed con- played without a descriptive back~ (Continued From Page One) ! Wood Carvmg" before members of durable of bindings, while the ap-
flIct as contrasted With the color- drop Th bid I the Dutchess County Art Associa- parently more expensive books are 
ful rebellion of Mexico virtually of a~tion ie sa~e b~ ancte
h 
control have been especially helpful in this tion in Poughkeepsie on March bound in tooled and figured leather. 
disqualified him as a writer for asides to :h no IC~~ e ill B e fseveral respect.fifteenth these periodicals e au lence. y ar the Student Activity M B·il' With this discovery of old and 
, Re d i R • most lovely scene in the play is The speaker divided the Vassar' r. I mgs is at present work- valuable books, the Hoffman Me-
, At th e fnth ussla th f done entirely on the upper stage- t d t . f f t mg on a mural for the Lake Placid morial Library has, no doubt one 
.' e news 0 e over row 0 the scene' I 'b d s u en s m 0 our ca egories in re- f ' 
the Czar "The Masses" ordered .m mogen s e room, spect to their participation in the cial maps of the county and the city 0 the finest collections of rare 
R d t Ii· d 't t I where Iachlmo steals her bracelet county surveys. In the first cate- volumes in this )ar\. of the country. 
th
eet hO hUdssla, .an
d 
Ithwas nf~d ong while she is sleeping. It is diffi- of Poughkeepsie showing such 
. a e a game e con 1 ence cult to think f th' I d gory he placed those graduate stu- things as the chief centers of 0 
qf Lenin, who appointed him bol- . th 0 IS scene p ay~ dents who spend their full time in drunkenness; the concentration of Livmg expenses at the women's 
shevist consul to New York. In m . any 0 er way than that. m such work. In the course of an old . . co-op dormitories of Pennsylvania 
1919, Reed joined the Socialist ~hIC:in~r ~~ssal~e h~as conceived academic year they put in around I peop~e, . yo~ng people: msamt:r' State College have been slashed co 
Party, supported the left wing Eiiz bay. e Ig mg, and the 1500 hours active time. ma es, e c., t e circulatlOn of h-, a new low of $5.25 per week for 
when the party split ana was in- a ethan costumes (a valuable In the second category Dr Fol-' brary books; and many other types I each co-ed reports Charlotte E 
strumental in the organizing of the set
k 
presented to the theatre by an· som placed those students who are of factual evidence. Ray, dean ~f women. . 
Communist Labor l'arty. Along u.n nown donor) both deser,,:e men- taking seminar or individual study 
with the editors of tne "Masses," ~ond as up to the prodUction s stan- courses in work especially adapted • .................. 11 .... if of •• '., ...... '01 I ........ ++++ .. + .. +++rfo++ .. +++ .. 
Reed was arrested on the charges ar. for survey projects who spend ap-
of sedition, efc. Before he could re- The Bard Theatre has taken Lhe proximately 52 hours a semester m 
turn from Russia to answer several old play, never an easy one to han- field activity. 
charges, he was infected with ty- dIe, adapted it frankly to its own The third classification contains 
phus in Moscow, died, and was resources and to the tastes of a students taking mostly class work 
l;mried in the Red Square of the modern collegiate audience, and but who spend about 7 to 20 hours 
Kremlin. His story of the Russian with a spirited cast, hard work and each semester in projects. 
revolution, "Ten Days That Shook intelligent management has' pro- Fourthly are those who only 
The World," is one of tne most au- duced a thoroughly entertaining spend 5 to 10 hours in field projects 
thoritative works of its Klnd. show which no one should miss. which consist chiefly of visits to 
----0 F. Q. S. institutions. collecting statistics on 
Men are more curious than H. J. Z. home communities, and other such 
women, insist co-eds in the Zeta J. T. C. minor activities. 
Tau Alpha sorority of Northwest- The kinds of work undertaken by 
ern University. Here's how they end of his first year at Bard must the students are divided into three 
proved it: have the approval of his advisor." 'categories by Dr. Folsom: inter-
Quality Cleaning And Dyeing 
PRESSING Al\TJ) REPAIRING 
Tri-Weekly Service-Monday, Wednesday, Friday 
Beckwith Company, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
Bard's Oldest Cleaner 
Campus Agent-JOHN SINGER 
S. Hoffman 6 
'~hey painted a barrel, labeled it According to Dean Tewksbury, view. and special case work; tabu-
"DANGER," and placed it on the this plan is similar to those of Col- lation,. consisting chiefly of making ++++++++++++++++.++ .... "1"1'.+ 1001<+ ••• "1++ ..... 01< ..... 10+ 1"1"1 oJ Jo+ .. 
campus. For·one hour hidden Zet- umbia and Barnard Colleges, but Is card flies, &c.; and planning activ-
als kept tab, counting 106 men and adapted to the specific purposes of ities. 
24 women who' stepped off the side- the Bard program. It is especially 
walk to peer inside. meant for those students going into 
Community Service 
At the conclusion of the lecture 
Dr. Folsom mentioned that the dis~ 
trict was repaid for its co-operation 
in the surveys by the resultant facts 
gathered. As concrete evidence of 
this he brought along several so-
Which, protest the males, proves' medicine, law, and engineering. 
nothing except that 106 men and 24 0----
women passed the barrel during the P. HARRIS HEADS 
test-hour. 
----,0---
NEW OPTION PLAN 
PASSES FACULTY 
STUDY COMMITTEE 
(Continued From Page One) 
SCIENCE CLUB 
(Continue!! From Page One) 
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Red Hook, New York I :i 01 i 
operation and on sound waves, be-
3ides several very interesting lec-
tures. More speakers an 1 another 
motion picture are planned for 
future presentations, but the pro-
grams are not yet completed . program of study submitted by the 
UNITED CIGAR SALES AGENCY I RED HOOK, N. Y. i 
Stationery and Novelties-Gifts and Greeting Cards I) i 
Nuts and Candy - - - Lindmark's Lending Library ~BUSINESS & NEW ACCOUNTS~ 
.' 
Laundry and Cleaning SeTvice - - - Ammunition ==:_ SOLICITED 5== 
FRO-JOY Ice Cream Bar 
i Warren W. Rockefeller I i I 






Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
Faithful Servants to Bardians 
Campus Representative 
.JOHN SINGER 
S. Hoffman 6 
Red Hook 
New York 
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DUKE UNIVERSITY - .. . The program consistediargelYOf/ MOI>ERN -:SCuI..PT1iRE uration three years ago. Mr. Wil-
TO MEET FORUM . the works of the great masters. It EXUI' Iiams and Mr. Fite, members of ! ., ' . . f~e~ed ~~J~r,th!~:~h :::n~~l~:~~ BIT IS OPENED IN the Association, are exhibiting 
! ON CO-OP QUERY immediately by the Sonata inF ORIENT GAUERY water-colors and bronzes respec": 
, ______________ -1 _._ _ __ sharp, opus 78, of Beethoven. After . tively. Mr. Williams is showing 
TIME AND- TID£'-
(Continued F"rom Page One) , this, Miss Marcus played an excel- two large water-colors of Mexican 
By GEORGE ROSENBERG lent group of Brahm's works, in~ (Cont1nueli I!'rom Page One) scenes and Mr. J..ite has entered a 
The musical activities of the Bard find them hosts at a home debate i,eluding the extremely difficult Va- I " . ' . ' I self-portrait and a study of hands" 
campus are growing, We have with the varsity team of Drew and ,,riations on , a Theme by Paganini. ASSOCIatIOn, ThIs ' show 1S held at I Two students, William Jordy and 
been able to hear well-played en- on April sixteenth they will jour- A group of shorter pIeces by AI- Lucky, Platt's department store in .Henry J . Zellweger, have submitted 
semble music, and we have been ney to. Princeton. The questiDn for benig, DeFalla, Stravinskv, and Poug?keepsie and h.as b~come in-, water-colors ~nd sculpture to the 
graced with so m e exceedingly all of their debates is, "Resolved: ,Chopin cDmpleted the regular pro- creasmgly popular SInce Its in aug- non-members Jury. 
lJleasant prano music. But it is my that CDngress should be empowered gram. . 
intention to discuss music 'in the to. fix minimum wages ana maxi- This was indeed an evening of 
everyday life of the Bard student. mum hours for industry." ' excellent piano playing. From the 
He IS first exposed to music on The Forum is . completing ar- beginning Miss Marcus played with 
Mrs. Briggs' Capehart ~ scrambled rangements for a NDrthern tour a fine singing tone and with ad-
eggs to the BU,gle Call Rag. Later sometime in the Spring. Skidmoremirable ' control of the keybDard. 
and UniDn Colleges will probably be The performance of the Bach and 
in the day he hears a little Brahms on the schedule. :Beethoven works was marked by'a 
or Bach as 'he rushes madly past --- '0'- -- : natural musical . feeling and under- ' 
the faculty room on his way to the MARCUS RECITAL standing . . It was in the Brahm's 
gym. Then on to Miller's (unless of " " ;grDup, hDwever, that the high point 
course the person happens to. be in : 'of the evening was reached. The 
training) . where he raps the brass On Sunday evening, February :interpretation given to the Inter-
'rail to the plaintive rhythms of the twenty-eighth, Miss Adele Marcus I:m.ezzo in E flat minDr was especial-
Basin Street BZues. . gave her second recital of the sea- ly thrilling. 
son at Bard. For this occasion the : After the varied final group, the 
Swingsters gymnasium had been converted in- ,encores. .. , 
This great music loving class, to a fairly adequate CDncert hall. ELIAS DAN. 
however, divides itself easily into 
two general catagories: the swing- , 
sters and the classicists. The 
• 
"OUT, DAMNED SPOT!" 







swingsters are a monogamous seCL 
whO are to be found vibracing a. 
tue teet 01, say Benny Goodman. 
~ Hey a,-e a genuine group. Tnere 
are those wno emulate the swing-
sters, many Dt wnom fall miseraolY 
snon or true appreciation. Beware 
or nhll who says, "Gee, Henry 
tiusse sure can swing it:' These 
lJseuuo ~e"sollalities you will fino 
can·t telf the dlI'ference between 
Ntynt and lJay and Scompin' at tnt; 
Noted Metropolitan. Opera Star 
Hauoy. The genuine swingster, 
however, pulsates differentlY to 
cue almost .uelltical styles of Good-
'l"an and Dorsey. 
'l 'he true swingsters again fall ill-
to t,. o types: tnere is the intro-
::illec.Ive ,over who merely sits dDwn 
allu l'eglsters emotions ranging 
Ii'Oln cUlliplete sensuous desire to 
I.Hllil1tiga.e<J melancholia. The n 
(;OlllI;)S~Ue type or swingster who 
110 tiIJoner thall' his nickel senas the 
reeo.'u "neeolewaI'd," is on his feet, 
tue index ringer or his right hand 
pOInted in suplication to tIle heav-
ens, and nis reet assuming a gyrat-
ing Sllurue in absolutely no. direc-: 
tion, <ctuestioned, he will say. "I'm 
truckin '---yea man!" 
Classicists 
The classicist on the other hand 
is a snob. He doesn't like classical 
music and he doesn't care a bit for 
tne jazz that is so. popular today. 
He still insists that Paul Whiteman, 
Jack HYlton, and Leo. Reisman are 
the only bands that have ever play-
ed a worthwhile piece of music. He 
is crazy about recordings which are 
erroneously termed "symphonic 'or-
chestrations," He hates the sDund 
of an unmuted trumpet. In short he 
is a musical reactionary. 
There is a variation on this sort 
of person. He is the bane of every 
musician. This person can be found : 
at concerts where there is no sug-
gestion of modernism; musical his-
tory stops at Wagner. In fact Wag-
ner is his ]dol, but · this is merely 
a form of compensation for his own 
libidinous inadequacy. Try to talk 
to him about Stravinsky - even 
Ravel or Debussy; he goes into 
temper ' tantrums and will rattle on 
very incoherently about artificial-
ity and superficiality. But tne high 
poim of a coriversation with this 
typ~ of Person comes when you 
mention the fact that you like jazz. 
It is he who has coined all the 
cliches about jazz being merely the 
"barbaric throbs of the Congo," 
while it is Wagner who has "plum-
meted to the depths of emotion and 
sounded a new chord." The inimit-
able orchestrations of Andre Kost-
alanetz are "all done by a formula" 
and a r e highly . distasteful to his 
artistic sense. He is a Loor and is 
w~ll among the first ten of those 
I consider eligible fDr sterilization 
He has nothing to offer to any 
branch of music. 
How Next? 
I am awaiting anxiDusly the next 
vogue In music ' so that I can see 
how many of the now progressive 
jazz men will cling to the sinking 
Mr. Goodman and how many Dt 
them will follow along with the nat-
ural development Df popular music, 
And don't think for a minute that 
popular music is not ' of the utmost 
importance; for while I don't par-
ticularly care for the Rhapsody in 
Blue and An American in Paris far 
be it from me to deny that Ge~rge 
Gershwin is an outstanding land-
mark in America's musical history; 
and dDn't be led to believe that Am-
erica's so-called classical writers 
are ' not copsciousof ,what is being 
produced by Tin-Pan Alley. -
finds Luckies easy on her precious throat-
Marjorie Lawrence says: 
An independent survey was made recently 
among professional men and women-lawyers, 
doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc. Of those who said 
they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated they 
personally prefer a light smoke. 
Miss Lawrence verifies the wisdom of this pref ... 
erence, and so do other leading artists of the 
radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are 
their fortunes. That's why so many of them 
smoke Luckies. You, too, can have the throat pro--
tection of Luckies-a light smoke, free of certain 
harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process 
uIt's Toasted". Luckies are gende on the throat. 
tty ou must have a big voice to sing 
: Wagner. My favorite role of tBrunne· 
'hilde' in Wagner's tGotterdammer-
'ung' is avery exacting one. Yet-
when I am back in my dressing room 
after I have finished singing, there is 
'nothing I enjoy more than lighting 
up a Lucky. It is a light smoke-so 
gentle-so smooth-that it does not 
irritate my throat in the least. I agree 
with the others at the Metropolitan 
'.hat a light smoke is a wise choice." 
BRILLIANT SOPRANO OF THE 
METROPOLITAN OPERA COMPANY 
THE FINEST TOBACCOS-
ItTHE CREAM OF ~, CROP" 
A Light Smoke 
((It's Toasted"-YourThroat Protection 
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT REFORM ... 
(Continued E'rom Page One) 
are elected by the four social groups on campus, and 
are officially said to represent the college, but prac-
tically they govern their actions in accordance to the 
will of their constituents. Four more group members 
represent the Junior and Sophomore classes on the 
Council. All other campus activities, as well as the 
Freshman class, and even the Seniors as such, are 
left unrepresented. It is thus that we see that rep-
resentation is based upon fraternity and non-society 
membership and that representatives are made re-
sponsible to their particular constituents. 
This lack of adequate representation leads direct-
ly to the third criticism, namely, that the Council 
does not successfully function as a meeting ground 
for student interests and opinions. A few examples 
will make this clearer. The Student Educational 
Committee which has been quite active for the past 
two years was organized by the Forum The Stu-
dent Council did not appoint a member to this Com-
mittee until last fall, and then not until after the 
suggestion had been offered them by the Administra-
tion and the Forum. Another case: the Council 
draws up the annual college budget in the spring. 
This budget finances or helps finance the various 
groups and activities on campus-class dances, mov-
ing pictures, publications, and debating. Yet of all 
these groups, only the classes are directly represent-
ed. Again according ~o the present Convocation con-
stitution, which is none too clear in anyone's mind, 
the Council "shall have power to regulate inter- class 
competition." Howt, and where does that place the 
Athletic Council? 
The over-lapping of activities and responsibilities 
is another bad development from the inadequate rep-
resentation that the Council offers campus affairs. 
Because the Council with this limited representation 
is unable effectively to meet college problems and co-
ordinate campus activities, other groups have sprung 
up or have expanded their programs to fill this need. 
As Ii result, there is a SeriOl!S duplication of student 
effort. 
To conclude, the lack of responsibility on the part 
of its leaders, the inefficiency of its functions, the 
limitations of its representation, and its failure to es-
tablish an effective student government indicates the 
need for the reorganization of the Student Council on 
a basis very different from that of today, and of the 
government before 1933. 
THE BARDlAN, has already completed a plan for 
this necessary reorganization of the Student Govern-
ment, and after having presented it for consideration 
by various student leaders, will publish it in the next 
issue of the paper. Action can then be taken by the 
students to reorganize their government before the 
spring elections. 
----------'0----------
CHILD LABOR AMENDMENT 
IT is unfortunate that the ratification movement for 
the National Child Labor Amendment was so 
badly defeated in the state Assembly this Tuesday. 
Thirteen years ago this amendment was passed 
by Congress, voted for by both Republicans and Dem-
ocrats, and was later supported by both the late 
President Coolidge and former President Hoover. It 
has already been passed by several states. Despite 
this, the amendment has once more been rejected by 
the State of New York speaking from Albany. 
The National Child Labor Committee placed the 
blame for this defeat upon the reactionary elements 
in the state. This is true with certain groups in the 
opposition. However, the selfishness of the indus-
trial forces ot the state represented in Albany is also 
a very powerful factor contributing towards the set-
back of the amendment. 
It is very painful to hear local politicians talk 
about non-partisan criticism, about freedom, and 
about ."political abuse" when the really big men of 
the country have supported the amendment. It is 
rather horrible to see a sweat-she: ) operator becom-
ing eloquent about the liberty of children. 
Legislation for safe-guarding children in indus-
try and business is a necessary and inevitable de-
velopment. Let us at the same time, however, use 
what influence we can to make this development a 
part of today's legislation, and not a part of tomor-
row's plans. 
THE BARDIAN 
,_L_o_o_k_i:: R~_o_u_n_d __ 1 
To date four campus organizations-The Dragon 
Club the Student Council, The American Student 
Unio~ and the Non-Socs-have given their support 
to the April twenty-second anti-war strike. The pos-
sibility of securing administration support to the ex-
tent of a cessation of college activities from 11 a. m. 
to 12 :30 seems at this point encouraging. However, 
one prerequisite to success and effi~ie~cy looms large 
and disturbing as various orgamzatlOns back the 
meeting and delegate representatives to serve on a 
united student peace committee-the inevitable dif-
ficulty of rsolving divergent opinions o~ a compl~x 
subject into a body of principles ~o defme the. phIl-
osophy and objectives of the stnke. Cate~orlCallY 
speaking the decision of the student councll alone 
places every student behind the strik~ a~d ~ll other 
organizational backing is merely mulbphcatlOn. But 
if by force of reason and co-operation we ~re. all able 
to set for ourselves distinct goals and prmclples we 
can be sure that the program for Bard on April 
twenty-second will achieve a very real end: namely 
publicizing at least the minimum objectives of stu-
dents willing to articulate their feelings on war. 
The indignation registered by fraternity 
men on last week's "Student Representation" 
editorial is little short of astonishing. This 
department was of the opinion that the edit-
orial's closing paragraphs about objective pre-
sentation of the figures and the purpose of 
publishing them would be sure to mitigate 
whatever objections fraternity men might of-
fer. Frankly, the second from the last para-
graph seemed positively weak-minded. But 
now that conclusion is obviously hasty. Frat-
ernal loins are being girded for more of the 
parliamentary battle of which we had quite 
enough in the days when Howard Murphy 
would post his daily revised version of the 
Convocation Constitution and Head-waiter 
Eddy Spillane would be obliged to employ force 
in silencing the mighty Greek Parliamentar-
ian, Homer Economos. If that is to be the 
case those of us who believe that democracy 
is something more than the amorphous "Am-
erican Way" must also choose our weapons and 
try to preserve democracy even in the lower 
reaches of student government. This is no 
time for party lines, we must say. Here is a 
time when men must stand up and be count-
ed as being for or against representative gov-
ernment. 
And of course, representative government is 
really the issue and nothing else deserves considera-
tion. The question is whether or not a group repre-
senting less than half the student body shall have 
three times as many representatives as a group rep-
resenting more than half. What possible answer can 
there be to the question but immediate revision of 
the scheme of things here at Bard to insure represen-
tative governments? To support any alternative the 
fraternity men must perfor ce unearth some ancient 
creed such as the divine appointment of members 
to holy domain in institutions using Greek letter 
names. The whole situation, if fraternity men con-
tmue to raise a stink, will become the most mirth~ 
provoking affair in the history of Bard College. Men 
who would defend to the last Greek letter they could 
name the sacred American way fighting to maintain 
a form Of student government ObVlously undemo-
cratic, just ain't consistent. 
Attention should be called to the Univer-
sity's most recent restrictions on student or-
ganization meeting on campus or using campus 
bulletin boards for announcement purposes 
must register the names of all members and 
officers as well as a list of activities and 
speakers included on the organization's pro-
gram. While this seems to be directed against 
the groups fundamentally distasteful to the 
administration there is every reason to sup-
pose that we have here a measure which will 
enroll the support of many other groups. Few 
organizations-regardless of their purpose or 
constituency-will relish the thought of turn-
ing over their vital statistics to an outside 
group. What remains to be seen, of course, is 
the use to which the administration of Colum-
bia University will put its required data. And 
what remains to be seen at Bard is whether 
or not we will be happily forgotten in regard 
to the new ruling. . 
Mr. Magee's open letter to the administration 
which occupied his column of last week was the log-
ical outcome of an undesirable situation. He feels 
that the administration is interested in publicity ath-
letics <which may well be a dubious conclusion) and 
that to get maximum efficiency from this sort of 
publicity we should proselytize athletes. I rather feel 
that this belief in subsidization is a healthy one as 
long as it stays on a wide open basis with all compet-
itors employing similar methods. However, it seems 
dou btful that the schools we meet- the really small 
colleges and state normal schools-are subsidizing 
or could subsidize experts at the various intercolle-
giate games. In all likelihood we become accustom-
ed to defeat simply because we are a great deal smaller 
than even the colleges in lowest enrollment group. 
Meeting this situation honestly may be difficult. We 
may even be forced to the decision of last year's 
sports columnist who advocated dropping intercolle-
giate schedules and sticking to intra-mural sports, 
but I fear this would be a great handicap when it 
came to interesting perfectly hor:est and ambitious 
young men in the college. Mr. Magee's plan seems 
the most feasible as long as it keeps itself clean by 
not getting tied up in the registrar's notebooks so 
that professional icemen would enter college in the 
guise of learned scholars and vice versa. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
CAMPUS ADJUSTMENT 
To the Editor of THE BARDlAN: 
I FRATERNITIES 
\ To the Editor of THE BARDIAN: 
The editorial on student repre- The subject of fraternities has 
sentation which appeared in the long been one of controversy. Some 
last issue of THE BARDIAN has been contend that the percentage of men 
the cause of a great deal of discus- joining fraternities has decreased 
sion and friction. Feeling that it is within the last three years. Per 
most undesirable to have antagon- son ally we would like to wait unti 
ism between campus organizations, the scholastic year IS completed be 
we would like to present a few per- fore we come to any conclusions 
tinent facts from a purely objective Possibly the percentages recently 
point of view; quoted in THE BARDIAN may under-
The figures presented in THE go a significant change. 
BARDlAN, dealing with the number We would like to call forth some 
of men in fraternities, are in need serious thought on the subject of 
of further clarification. As stated fraternities. We Would like to have 
there, the total enrollment in the some thinking in the realm of prac 
college in 1933 was 101 men. At the ticalities rather than in the aery 
present time there are 141 in the substance of "suppose it were so,' 
school. In 1933 the percentage in or "if this should happen." 
fraternities was 71.3%. '.rhe figures There need be no animosity be 
compiled last month indicated that ' tween fraternity and non-fraternity 
fraternity men composed 48.9 per members. Bard fosters individual 
cent of the student body. Because thought and any man has free 
of the recent pledging of new men choice to identify himself with the 
the fraternities now compose 56 group which he thinks will benefit 
him most during his four years at 
per cent of the campus. college and thereafter. It is not un· 
It is important to note that at , common to have one's closest 
the present time fraternities are friends around campus made up of 
approaching their maximum capa- both non-society men and members 
city. If the college continues to e:l- of the several fraternities. However 
large and fraternities stay at about there are those in the student boay 
the same capacity they will com- who would label fraternities as in 
pose a smaller fraction of the total imical to the interests of the stu 
college. This in no way means that , dent body as a group. Of course 
fraternities are losing their value · such a philosophy can only result 
as social organizations. On the in animosity between fraternity and 
contrary through social leadership non-fraternity members. This in 
fraternities may be of more and our opinion would be an unfortun 
more value to the whole school. ate and artificial result of a thor 
Because of the growth of the col- oughly short sighted program. 
lege the extra-curricular activities We feel that a comparison nr 
are being distributed among an ever contrast between the various groups 
increasing group of men. As the on campus as regards specific in-
editorial suggested, there is a tellectual attainments or extra-cur-
growing need for a change in stu- ricular activities is a petty business 
dent representation so that new in- indeed. 
terest groups will have an adequate What then does the question re-
share in student government. solve itself into? At Bard a man 





To the Editor of THE BARDIAN: 
In your editorial on "Student 
Representation 1933 and Now," you 
have discussed one of the outstand-
ing problems on this campus today. 
The figures which you mentioned 
present an interesting picture of 
changing social trends among the 
student body. Your conclusion that 
a change is necessar:' in student 
government because of an outmod-
ed representation plan is a logical: 
one. 
With Bard experiencing such a 
rapid transformation in its student 
life during the past few years, it is 
reasonable to suppose that its gov-
ernment should correspondingly 
adapt itself to this transformation.· 
But the inertia of the student gov-
ernment during the past year has 
been paradoxical to say the least. 
In other student bodies the student 
councils play a much .greater role 
in college life than the one here at 
Bard. Representing the policy-
making groups of the student body, 
they are able to plan and guide stu-
dent activity. The work of our own 
council along these lines has been 
negligible, yet the trend among col-
lege councils indicates that this 
"correlating and planning" activity 
is the most useful service they can 
perform. 
As your editorial implies the time 
has come when we must carefully 
consider the problem of student 
representation. We must question 
the wisdom of placing such an em-
phasis on fraternal, non-fraternal, 
and class represenation. Can we 
continue to assume that they play 
the most important role in student 
life? lf their supremacy is challeng-
ed by other groups, those groups 
must be representea, for the funda-
mental premise of any successful 
student government involves tne 
participation of the leading student 
groups in its council. 
Obviously in such a small college 
as this too much care cannot be 
taken in working out a successful 
representation plan. The problems 
of minorities and of redefining what 
we mean by policy-making social 
groups must be studied once again . 
And there is no time like the pres-
ent. 
LOUIS W . ··KOENIG. 
March 8, 1937. 
should, during his four years in 
college, absorb more than book 
knowledge. It is to be hoped that 
the Bard man's social life would 
afford an opportunity to make him 
better known and more coherent 
in the expression of his personality. 
Especially at a college such as Bard 
where there is emphasis placed up-
on the pursuit of the type of work 
one is interested in, there is danger 
of a man's losing sight of the im-
pression he is making upon other 
people. We cannot but feel that 
the impression we make on people 
is important. In order to have one's 
views gain cognizance there must 
be developed the ability to present 
one's ideas and thoughts in the 
manner of a rational citizen, not in 
the method of an observer deliver-
ing the unornamented result of his 
findings. It is in this medium of 
cultural expression that I think the 
fraternities playa role, and a sub-
stantial role in the college life of a 
Bard student. 
In the past fraternities have un-
questionably been a large factor in 
this subtle but active type of ex-
pression. To attempt to stifle such 
an integral part of colle3e life at 
Bard would be, to our way of think-
ing, a grave error indeed. 
JOHN SINGER. 
March, 7, 1937. 
------,0·------
GROUP FEELINGS 
To the Editor of THE BARDIAN: 
In the last issue of THE BARDIAN 
you all but stated that the editorial 
support of the paper was behind 
the Non-Soc interests and against 
the existence of the fraternities. 
Although meekly apologizing for 
this opinion in the same editorial, 
you have finally confessed in black 
and white that the now-comical 
fro n t, "Official Undergraduate 
Publication," is only "51.1%" cor-
rect. 
In the past, the policy of the 
school publication has never been 
biased in favor of anyone organ-
ization. I don't question your auth-
ority to write as you please, but 
since your present policy is to work 
in h ar m 0 n y with community 
thought, even to the point of not 
offending the Administration, I see 
no reason why group feelings must 
be aroused at this time and in this 
way. 
- JAMES E. MAGEE. 
February 26, 1937. 
(Continued on Pa,u Six) 
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HAMILTON GAME 
LAST IN SEASON 
FOR BARD FIVE 
R.P.I. TOPS BARD ~BARD FIVE LOSES 
IN LAST MINUTE TO ALBANY STATE 
BY 26-25 COUNT BY 32-23 COUNT 
With the Squad 
, ______________________ J~ MAGEE ____________________ ~ 
Scott To Make Final Ap- Home Five Presents Stiff Year's Largest Crowd Sees 
Opposition With Its Game 
Things To Come 
\Vith the basketball season draw-
ing to a close, the local athletes are 
impatiently looking forward to 
warm, windless afternoons and the 
sound of hickory wood connecting 
with horsehide. In fact the veter-
ans of the Zabriskie diamond have 
a lready planned to hold a "pool" 
pearance Saturday After 
3 Years On Varsity Close Team Play Paced by Tom Ryan, who scored during the ball season, the winnings 
to go to the player with the highest 
Bard's basketball team will close Before an unexpectedly large six field goals in thirteen attempts batting average. 
its season when it meets the Hamil- crowd of over 500, Bard's basketball from center court, Albany State Before basketball uniforms are 
ton College quintet at Clinton on ~eam lost by a narrow margin to Normal downed the Red and White replaced by "spikes" and sliding 
Saturday night. R.ensselaer Polytechnic Institute, last Satuooay night, 32-23. The pads, however, Coach Ackerman 
Coach Ackerman's outfit goes in- 26-25, at the latter's court at Troy, Teachers drew first blood in the intends to sponsor an informal 
to its final contest with a record of New York, Saturday night, Febru- second minute of playas Gene spring ' tshoctcher. sedssionb in bcollnJt'unc-a ry twenty-seventh. tIOn WI e In oor ase a our-
four wins and seven losses, while Amyot arched a long shot through nament. Baseball practice proper 
the home team has broken even in On Saturday, February twentieth, will begin after the Easter vaca-
. B d d f t dUal College by the cords; they kept the lead for ten starts to date. The Red and ar e ea e ps a tion, that is, on March thirty-first. 
White will be seeking revenge for the same score of 26-25. the remainder of the game after The competitive schedule for the 
three previous set-backs at the It was a close battle all the way leading 15-7 at the end of the first Tewksbury Softball Trophy has not 
hands of the Clinton team. Hamil- with R.P.1. leading at the half by ' half. been arranged as yet but the in-
ton downed Bard by 35-15 last year the same one point margin, 14-13.' The contest was nip and tuck all itial game is expected to take place 
in an encounter that was a lot clos- As the second half got under way, this Monday afternoon. The award 
. . the home team pulled away from the way with the largest home is now in the possession of the 
er t?an the score. md~cates. The Bard and it looked like a certain crowd of the season rendering vo- Non-Socs who annexed it from 
Blue s. other two vlctorle.s were by I victory. But as the timer's watch · cal support and the Bard band KGX. last Spring. 
ul-23 m 1935, and 44-32 m 1933. ticked off the closing minutes the Those rabid booters (i. e. Sharp) 
Comparative Scores visitors stole into the lead for the playing for the first time this win- who didn't have their fill of soccer 
Comparative scores put the teams first time that half. With two min- ter. last fall, will have ample opportu-
practically on a par, and the small utes remaining an R.P.I. man The visitors displayed a passing nity to slip and slide in Annandale 
court at Hamilton should benefit knocked the ball out of the hands attack that could not be matched mud before the baseball practice 
the Bard zone defense. The home o.f the Bard offens.ive which at that by the greatly improved teamwork begins. Gus Harloff still contends 
. .. . . , hme was attemptmg to freeze the that he will demonstrate soccer 
fIve WIll hne up WIth Sulhvan and I' play. The upstate team was given of the Bardians. Walks followed tricks a la professional to the lads. 
Carmer at the forward posts, the ball and the friO'htened crowd up Amyot's opening score with a Scoring 
Sprague at center, and Riddleberg- w ent mad. A lOng'" shot at the lay-up shot and Ryan tallied on a To date, Russ Scott tops the var-
er and Gillette holding down the basket bounced around the rim and ' long field goal. Scott then scored sity basketeers for nigh scoring 
guard positions. Of these men, slowly fell into the group of men on a lay-up shot and Pickard con- honors with seventy-eight points. 
Carmer, Sullivan, and Gillette saw below. The tall center, Gilcoyne, verted from the foul marker but it Scottie registered thirteen of these 
action against Bard last year. Car- star of the game, stretched out his against the Alumni and eleven 
mer is the big gun in his team s : long arms and pushed the ball over was not until the closing minutes apiece against the General Semin-
attack. He scored sixteen points in I the bar for the points that tied and of that period that the R ed and ary and Cooper Union fives. All in 
a recent game with Union; however won the game. White scored again. Pickard and all, it is an impressive achievement 
Hamilton was beaten by 31-34. This For Bard there were no outstand- Testi rallied with four l>oints to and makes it difficult for us to note 
same nion team barely nosed out ing stars, for the team as a whole again put Bard in the fray. that the coming fracas with Ham-
R.P.I. after three overtime periods, co-operated very well. Russ Scott Although the Bardians plLyed on ilton marks the last time Russ will 
and the latter scored over the Red played his usual hard game and a level with the Teachers thrOUgh-I appear in a Bard basketball uni-
and White in the last ten seconds , was the Red and White's high scor- out the second half, they were un- form. 
of play. I er, tallying eight points. The even- able to make up for their first Joe Pickard is runner-up for 
ing's most brilliant performer was period deficit. Ryan again scored scoring honors wit h fifty-four 
the quick-moving Gilcoyne who six points and his colleagues ac- points. In descending order, Dave 
scored as much as any other two I counted for another eleven. Early Burnett has accounted for forty-
men on the floor. His seven baskets 'I in this period, Stearns followed up nine points; Ray Filsinger, forty-
and one foul shot totaled fifteen a field goal by sinking a double foul' two; Winnie Stearns, thirty-one; 
points. He was the vital cog in the and a technical toss. Testi, fourteen; Bat e s, twelve; 
Trojan machine. Without him the,' With the score standing 23-12 Grandin, eight; Herrick, seven; 
team would have been very weak. midway through the period Fil- and Weissberger, four. 
Saturday's game will mark the 
last performance of Russ Scott for 
Bard. Scott, the only semor on the 
team, will be climaxing three years 
of varsity basketball in which he 
has stood out at the pivot position. 
-----<0----
points in eleven games against 323 
for its opponents. The boys have 
won four and lost seven of these 
contests and intend to imprC've this 
average Saturday night. 
Track 
It has often occurred to us that 
our athletic facilities will not be 
complete until a track encircles the 
new athletic fIeld. During the past 
three years the semi-annual meets 
have yielded up a set of excellent 
records in all field events but stilt 
there is no suitable place to hold 
these meets. 
Coach Ackerman has done a great 
deal to encourage the sport with 
the Decathlon, the Interclass 
Meet and Interfraternity Meet. The 
results are below par for a college 
of our size although we have never 
had a track team and preparatory 
training is never undergone by the 
entrees. We do not advocate that 
track be put on an intercollegiate 
basis (Ackie has almost been 
tempted to send a team t ,.:> compete 
In our class in the Penn Relays), 
but it only seems fair that the fine 
material we possess should be af-
forded facilities other than a 
chalk-lined, dirt track. 
'We hope that in the near future 
the small fund needed to lay down 
a level track can be raised through 
contributions of one kind or an-
other. 
Shots At Random 
East Stroudsbl:rg Teachers have 
been added to next year's soccer 
schedule ... The last time we met 
them was in 1931 when Odr booters 
were defeated, 4-0 .. . RPI has just 
been signed for the first time to 
meet our harriers in the Fall ... A 
triangle meet will bring the Spring-
field and Trinity runners here ia 
October ... The Faculty five-man 
bowling team lost to the Red Hook 
Exchange Club Tuesday night by 
more than 200 pins ... 
It is our guess that there will be 
a third ooat in the running when 
Harold Vanderbilt's new Ranger 
meets T. O. M. Sopwith's Endeavor 
I I this summer . . . Gerald B. Lam-
bert, owner and skipper of the sev-
en-year-old c I ass J contender, 
Yankee, has secretly altered her 
hull and rigging ... 
And that's all for now ... BURNETT FIRST IN 
DECATHLON EVENT 
Bard's chances of winning the con- : smger sank a free throw,' Scott All told, the team has scored 299 
test were only lost when R .P.I.'s I scored three points, and PIckard ================================ 
center handled the ball, I dribbled around his man for a lay- TRIO CONCERT ure, lyric, with a more prominent 
The score: up shot, raising the score to 18-23. piano part than had heretofore 
The pull-ups event, a part of the R.P.I. (26) The rooters took new hope but been written into this instrumental 
Decathlon, was held last Monday , fg fs tp ; Barrington, Albany's right forward The Non-Society Association de- combination. 
afternoon and was won by Dave ' Fellows, rf .. .................... .............. 0 1 11 tallied on a set shot, Ryan convert- serves a vote of thanks for pre- The performance was gratifying. 
Burnett. His high score was four- Luonian . 2 0 4 ed from center court, and the Red senting the very interesting pro- There was balance in the ensemble, 
teen, two better than the mark Elmendorf ............ ........................ 0 0 0 and White did not threaten the gram of chamber music by a trio and the readings possessed that 
scored by Jacoby, Sharp, Weiss- Fazioli, If ..... ......... 0 0 0 I Teachers again. consisting of Miss Kathryn Ketter- sympathetic quality whicn only a 
berger, and Pickard. Kosara ..... 0 0 0 For the first time this year the ing, pianist, of the faculty of the genuine affection towarB compos i-
The test was made on the new Reynolds, c ....... 0 0 0 Bard five outscored their opponents Foxhollow School, and Messrs. rillias tion and instrument can produce. 
chinning bar which Las just been Gilcoyne ... ..................................... 7 1 15 from the foul marker, making good Da~, violinist, and Eolo TeLb, 'cell- Miss Kettering played with the 
installed in the gymnasium and Ahlfeld, rg ............... 1 2 4 in seven of eleven tries against ist. The program consisted of the ease and economy of motion which 




four in eight for State. C minor trio, Op. 1, No.3, of Bee- would warrant the approval of 
held indoors. The next event Ward, 19 . thoven, and the Trio in D minor, Matthay. Mr. Dan and Mr. Testi 
h d d . S ff d 1 0 2 ' The game began at an easy pace Op. 49, of Mendelsrohn. were their capable selves. sc e ule wIll be the push-ups. a or . ' but in the second half, wI'th the Many composers have revealed If the program seemed a trifle 
The scores were as follows: Totals .................... , ......... .... 11 4 26 scoring hOhnorfs etven, tdhe
d 
Pl~abY be- themselves more fully, and to great- rushed, it was probably due to the 
No. Pts. came roug, as er an e 1 erate. er advantage in their chamber playing of one trio immediately 









... .. .... .... 12 76 I fg fs tp accurate shooting of the visitors This Beethoven work is one of his would have been appreciated. 
12 76 Burnett, rf .............. ................. .. 0 2 2 who took but a minimum of shots. first published compositions of The presence of a large audience 
12 76 Stearns ..................... ......... ............... 0 0 0 They found it difficult to pierce which he thought enough to give an produced the welcome effect of cor-
12 76 Herrick, If .............. 0 0 0 Bard's zone defense and conse- opus number. It is Beethoven in recting some of the acoustical flaws 
13 79 Filsinger .............. 3 1 7 quently made each attempt count. his early twenties, immature, giv- of Bard Hall. 
11 73 Scott, c .... .............. 3 2 8 On the other hand, the local five ing promise of his cwn stYle in SEYMOUR LIEBERMANN. 
10 70 Testi, rg ........... ............ 1 1 3 missed numerous lay-up and set snatches, not yet free from the 
..... ..................... 7 61 Ficker ...... .... .............. 0 0 0 saots which should have been con- dominating influences of Hadyn 
----00----- . Pickard, 19 .. 2 1 5 verted. ' and Mozart. It is interesting to 
EMPLOYE BOWLERS WIN 
THREE FROM NON-SOCS 
Last Monday night the Help, led 
by "Runt" Pease, defeated the Non-
Socs in three straight games. The 
first game was won by a margin of 
44 pins, the second by 149, and the 
last by 28. 
With an average of 176 for three 
games, Pease bettered the former 
Totals 9 
In the preliminary game the Jay- note that twenty-two years after it 
7 25 Vees were defeated by Highland was published, he arranged this ' 
---- , High School by a 24-10 score. same trio for string quintet. 
record of 521 for three games, held The box score' follows: The Mendelssohn tr:o is a good 
bi"Ficke, by six pins. companion to the above. It is 
The pinfalls for the three games BARD (23) thirty-year-old Mendelssohn, mat-
f II fg fs tp 
were as 0 ows: Stearns, rf 1 3 5 
Pease ...................... ... 173 193 161 Filsinger, If '" .............. .. 0 1 1 
Hoffman .............. 162 133 153 Scott, c ,............. 3 1 7 
McDermott . . .... .... ....... 128 153 142 Weissberger, cOO 0 
Decker ..................... 156 125 147 Pickard, rg ...... 2 1 5 
Bollt ........................... .. ... 153 108 142 Testi, 19 ....... ~ 0 4 
Schulman 110 97 136 Burnett, .... 0 1 1 . . ) ..... 
23 Totals 7 
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BEEKMAN ARMS 
for Sunday Dinner? 
. Hershkowitz, rf . 1 
Barrington ............. 1 
Lehman, If .... 0 
Bancroft 2 
Walks, c ... . ... ""... . .... " 1 
Morris . ... ....... "..................... 0 
T. Ryan, rg ...... 6 
J. Ryan ......... ........... "".. ... 0 
Amyot, 19 -............ 3 










Totals .... ........ ........ ... " ........ 14 4 32 
, 










Cars Dalled For and Delivered 
Tydol Gas 
Veedol Motoroil 
Smith's Service Station 
Barrytown, N. Y. 
Referee: Bewick. Time of halves: 
20 minutes. 
STEARNS, Prop. AUTO ACCESSORIE~ 
--------------.. ------------___ .II~~~~~~~ 
6 Thursday THE BARDIAN 
ALUMNI NOTES sity. Monroe Bold, '33, i: on the staff alin. I 
in economics at New York uniVer-\ Pre-1934 holding services at Tivoli and Mad-j 
John Hkks has made a connec- of the Chemical National Bank in John Aspinwall, '77, is spending 
THE BARDIAN is able to present tion with Radio City Music Hall. I the same branch as Ken Townsend, the winter in Florida. 
these notes because of the material " He will take parts in the stage '28. New Addresses 
made available by Mr. Alfred E. shows. 1 5 Dr. Edward D. Maldonado, '32, We are able to announce the fol-
Everett, editor of the ALUMNI And 93 who graduated last summer from lowing new addresses to be noted 
NEWS of this college. Any further On Saturday, January twenty- the Columbia Medical School and is in the Alumni Directory. 
three, Pierre Oustinoff sailed for I now connected with the Knicker- John Burroughs, II, '30, 617 West 
information our readers may send 
us would be greatly appreciated. 
-!i;DlTOR. 
Former 1938 
Charles E. McManus, Jr., former-
ly a member of the class of 1938, is 
now on his way to England from 
French Morocco, after having visit-
ed Portugal on a business trip. Mc-
Manus is now actively engaged in 
work for the Crown Cork and Seal 
Company to whose Board of Direc-
tors he was elected last year. He 
plans to visit the college on his re-
turn to America in the spring. 
Class of 1936 
Howard Murphy has joined the 
staff of the Anaconda Wire and 
Copper Company at Hastings, N. Y. 
Walter Miller is with the Chase 
National Bank in New York City. 
At night he is doing graduate work 
France on the S S. Champlain to bocker Hospital in New York, is 141st Street, New York, N. Y. 
study at the Sorbonne. Oustinoff taking a three months' course in Edward M. Fried, '33, 20 William 
won a scholarship open to Russian medical work in Porto Rico. Street, Mount Vernon, N. Y. 
students at Colum,l>ia. Univers~ty. Dr. Thomas Riley, '32, who grad- Richard O. Gruver, '26, Port 
His address ~n ParIS IS FondatlOn uated from the Columbia School of Ewen, New York. 
des Etats Ums, 15 Boulevard Jour- I Dentistry last June, has a lucrative The Rev. John Heuss, '29, St. Mat-
dain, 19, Paris. position in a dental clinic in New I thew's Church, ~vanston, I1~. 
William H. Meyer, Jr., is presi- Haven. ' The Rev. C. Flmt Kellog, 31, 260 
dent of the Haverstraw Business H. Bedford Shope, '25, who was Wes~ ~31st Street, ~ew, York, N. Y. 
Men's Association, Haverstraw, N. at the Indian River School at New WIlham H. SchmIdt, 34, 95 North 
Y. Smyrna, Florida, until its unfortu- Walnut St:eet, .E~st Oran~e, N. r 
Arthur Kent is on the faculty at nate demise is now living in New The Rev WIllIam A. Zisch, 28, 
the Malcolm Gordon School, Garri- York at 40' West 53rd Street. He 118 East 18th Street, New York, N 
son-on-Hudson, N. Y. will give a talk at the February Y. , . .. 
Herbert Dienst is in the indus- dinner of the New York Alumni Ed~ar C. Kroll, 28, IS hvmg at 
trial credit department of the Man- Club on "Literature and the Race." 186 SIxth Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
ufacturers' Trust Company. Gardner Coffin, '16, is with Town Any kind of liC~ one would shun 
Burgess Meredith & Country, publishers of House can be found in the "lousiest place 
Burgess Meredith, erstwhile a Beautiful, Good Housekeeping, etc. in the world," the museum of nat-
student at the College, who took the He may be addressed at his office ural history at Stanford University, 
leading part in Sherwood Ander- c/o Town & Country, Room 506, 959 which houses the 220 different 
son's "Winterset," is now appear- Eighth Avenue, New York, N. Y. species in the collection or Gordon 
ing in one of the current Broadway I During the past month the Rev. Ferris, associate professor of bi-
successes, "High Tor." David H. Clarkson, '93, has been ology. 
Modern factories ••• 
spodessly clean like your living 
room at home ••• that's where 
Chesterfields are made. 
The Champagne Cigarette Paper is 
pure . .. burns without taste or odor 
••. you can't buy any better paper. 
The mild ripe tobaccos are aged two 
years or more ••. like fine wines are aged. 
Refreshingly milder • .• more 
pleasing taste and aroma . •• 
and best of all They Satisfy. 
March 11, 1937 
Letters To The Editor 
(C()ntinued from Page Four) 
JEERING IN COMMONS 
To the Editor of THE BARDlAN: 
It has happened that several 
times when speakers have been an-
nounced in Commons, thougn~}( S8 
students have heckled the an-
nouncement. This evening occurred 
an incident which displayed the ig-
norance and stupidity of a member 
of the student body, and there 
should be no repitition of such 
gross thoughtlessness. The guest 
whose talk was being announced 
was forced to listen to jeers from 
a person who should realize his 
great lack of intelligence in so con-
ducting himself. Explosions of feel-
ing can and must be conducted in 
a manner that will not offend any-
one personally. 
-SOPHOMORE. 
March I, 1937. 
esterfield 
a mIlder better-fasting 
cigarette 
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